A one locus model has been developed to describe parthenogenetic populations restoring diploidy by central fusion, terminal fusion and gamete duplication. It was found that in the absence of selection all populations become homozygous. With selection, however, it is possible to maintain heterozygotes and homozygotes. The conditions required to yield such an equilibrium are a function of (I) the proportions of the various diploid restoring mechanisms (2) linkage to the kinetochore and (3) theintensity of selection. The model was then used to derive one-generation likelihood functions. These likelihoods were used in deriving estimation procedures for the frequency of gamete duplication which is important in forming isogenic lines and for the probability of a heterozygous female giving rise to a heterozygous zygoid. Next, n-generation likelihood functions with and without selection were calculated. These were used to estimate the selection coefficient and to derive two tests of the hypothesis of no selection versus the hypothesis of selection. The first test is a locally best test in the vicinity of no selection, and the second an "odds" for the hypotheses using a prior distribution on the selection coefficient.
Parthenogenesis has often been termed an evolutionary dead end mainly because many authors felt parthenogenetic populations could not maintain genetic variability. Carson (1967a) challenged this idea when he stated that central fusion of the meiotic pronuclei and absolute linkage to the kinetochore would result in a state of permanent heterozygosity. Asher (1970a) studied this problem in more detail and worked out a deterministic one locus model which showed that a population restoring diploidy with both central and terminal fusion could maintain heterozygosity under a wide range of heterotic values. Asher (t970b) also simulated such populations on the computer to take into account the effect of small population size and found once again that heretozygotes could be maintained.
The theoretical predictions are interesting for they suggest that parthenogenetic species may be useful in solving the more general problem of the iole of selection in maintaining genetic variation. Many parthenogenetic species offer an excellent strategy for studying this problem since they share with sexual species segregation of alleles, recombination, and the ability to respond to selection but lack the complex population structure which in sexual populations is superimposed upon this basic genetic foundation. The potential therefore exists to make strong inter-1 The experimental work was supported by AEC Contract At (11-1)-1552 awarded to Charles F. Sing, Department of Human Genetics, the University of Michigan.
2 This work was carried out while Templeton was a recipient of an NSF predoctoral fellowship.
ference about the role of selection in this system since many confounding parameters are eliminated. For this potential to be realized it is very important to couple the theory with reality. A model is useful not only in generating concepts and principles, but also in predicting reality and providing a means of testing hypothesis. All too often in population genetics these latter two uses are neglected. The purpose of this paper is therefore a) to describe a one locus model for the type of parthenogenesis characteristic of the fruit fly Drosophila mercatorum, b) to investigate estimation procedures for the various parameters of the model and c) to obtain tests of the hypothesis of selection for heterozygotes versus no selection.
One Locus Model
The experiments of Carson et al. (1969) on parthenogenetic strains of Drosophila mercatorum indicate that meiosis proceeds normally in the eggs of virgin females producing four haploid egg nuclei. Diploidy appears to be restored in more than 90% of the eggs by the post-meiotic doubling of a single haploid egg nucleus. Caison (personal communication) has termed this phenomenon "gamete duplication". In the remaining eggs diploidy is probably restored by central and/or terminal fusion of two of the four meiotic products.
The genetic consequences of the three fusion mechanisms upon a single locus with two alleles (A and a) will now be considered. First, if the adult is homozygous AA or aa it will produce in the absence of mutation only homozygotes no matter which mechanism is used to restore diploidy. However, if the adult is heterozygous Aa the situation is more complex. If gamete duplication occurs, diploidy is restored by the fusion of two genetically identical nuclei so that all loci of the zygoid are homozygous. In the absence of selection gamete duplication in eggs from a heterozygous mother will produce half AA zygoids and half aa zygoids. The consequences of central and terminal fusiolt have been worked out by Asher (1970a) . He has shown that if Y is the probability of recombination between locus A and the kinetochore, then central fusion in eggs from a heterozygous mother produces heterozygotes with flequency t--Y~2 and each homozygote type with frequency Y/4, while telminal fusion produces heterozygotes with frequency Y and each homozygote type with frequency (t --Y)/2. Letting E 1 = the proportion of eggs developing by terminal fusion E~ = the proportion of eggs developing by central fusion E a = the proportion of eggs developing by gamete duplication E 1 + E 2 + E 3 = 1 a heterozygous female in the absence of selection and mutation will produce Aa zygoids with probability E 1 Y + E 2 (1 --Y/2) = K, and AA and aa zygoids each with probability E 1 (I -Y)/2 + E 2 Y/4 +
I

+ E./2 = -ff (t --K).
The effect of selection will be determined by assuming the fitness values of AA, Aa and aa are WA~, WA~ and W~. Letting P, = the frequency of AA at generation n Qn = the frequency of aa at generation n R, = the frequency of Aa at generation n R,~+P,+Q~=I
O.+, oc \Q. + W~ R~+, oc K R,, WA~ 9
At equilibrium the condition P.+,/P,~ = Q,,+~/Q,, = ~-R.+,/R,~ holds. This yields
The frequency of heterozygotes at equilibrium is a function of (1) the fitnesses of the genotypes, (2) the proportions of eggs developing by the various fusion mechanisms, and (3) the probability of recombination between the locus and its kinetochore. Req is greater than zero when WAA ~ WA~ K and Ws~ ~ WAs K.
When the fitness of either or both homozygotes approaches the value of WAlK from zero, R~q approaches zero.
Equilibrium phase diagrams can be used to describe the genetic structure of equilibrium populations for varying values of WAA and W~ with WA~ ----t and for a constant value of K. For a given value of WAa and Ws~ the diagram indicates whether an equilibrium population will be completely homozygous (A and B Fig. 1 ) or will sustain heterozygosity (C of Fig. 1 ). The boundaries separating the three areas are dependent upon the value of K which in turn is a function of E 1, E 2, E 3 and Y. The boundaries between populations which are completely homozygous (A and B) and those maintaining heterozygotes (C) are given by
Within those populations that are completely homozygous the boundary between those all homozygous AA(A) and those all aa(B) is given by WAA = W~ where WAA ~ K and Wa~ ~ K Since K determines the boundary between equilibrium populations maintaining heterozygotes and those consisting entirely of homozygotes, the evolutionary impact of the fusion mechanisms and linkage to the centromete can be evaluated in terms of their effect on K. Factors which increase K enhance the maintenance of heterozygotes in the sense that the conditions for R,q ~ 0 are broader for a large K than for a small K. Similarly factors that diminish the value of K hinder maintenance of heterozygotes since in general stronger selection is required to yield R~0.
Noting that K = E 1 Y + E 2 (t --Y/2) and E~ + E, + E 3 = 1, we see that for fixed Y and E 1, K decreases as E 3 increases. Thus, the presence of gamete duplication puts an added stress on the system in maintaining heterozygotes. When E 3 and Y are fixed and 0 ~ Y ~ 2/3, K increases as the proportion of central fusion increases. Since 0 ~ Y 2/3, central fusion in general enhances maintenance of heterozygotes while terminal fusion hinders it. When Y = 2/3, K = 2 (1 --E~)/3 for all values of E 1 and E 2. Thus for loci that are randomly recombining with their kinetochore (Y = 2/3 ) the proportion of central and terminal fusion has no effect on maintenance of heterozygotes.
Similarly, when
(random fusion of the pronuclei in those eggs undergoing central of terminal fusion) K = 2 (1 --E3)/3 so Y has no effect on maintenance of heterozygotes. Finally, for fixed E 3 and E~ with E 1 ~ (1 --E3)/3, K increases as Y increases, but for E 1 ~ (1 --E3)/3 K decreases as Y increases. Thus, when the proportion of terminal to central fusion is greater than 1/2 loci loosely linked to the kinetochore have larger K's than closely linked loci, but when central fusion is more than twice as frequent as terminal fusion the closely linked loci have the larger K's. The extreme case of this is when a locus is absolutely linked to its kinetochore and diploidy is alCvays restored by central fusion. As Carson (1967a) has noted, these conditions can yield a state of permanent heterozygosity; i.e. K = t.
K can also be thought of as an inherent decay rate of heterozygotes in the absence of selection when selective forces are large enough to yield R,q ~ 0, the decay of heterozygotes is gradually dampened until it is zero. It is important to note that even if selection is not strong enough to result in R,~ ~ 0 the decay of heterozygotes will be slower than the decay predicted by K alone.
Estimation
To use the model to predict reality and to test hypotheses it is first necessary to estimate the critical parameters of the model. A frequent difficulty in estimation is that there are more parameters than observations. In some cases it is possible to use prior knowledge about the system to eliminate some parameters; in other cases a composite parameter that is estimable directly is all that is actually needed. The following examples will illustrate these points.
One parameter in the model that is of major interest is E3, the probability of gamete duplication. Since gamete duplication results in total homozygosity, isogenic lines in which all individuals are genetically identical can be formed. For example, the probability that a stock of parthenogenetic Drosophila mercatorum formed after n single female generations is not isogenic is (1 --E~) n. Thus a knowledge of E 3 is useful in forming isogenic stocks.
As demonstrated by Carson et al. (t969) insight into the amount of gamete duplication can be gained by observing the proportions of heterozygous and homozygous offspring from virgin heterozygous females. They used bridge stocks (see Carson, t967b) to obtain parthenogenetic females heterozygous for one or more visible, recessive markers. These females reproduced parthenogenetically and those offspring which were potentially heterozygous at one or more loci (i.e., offspring showing the recessive phenotype for all markers were excluded) were tested. Heterozygotes at one or more of the marker loci would have to come from central or terminal fusions, but homozygotes for all markers could be produced by all three mechanisms. Hence E 3 was estimated by taking the proportion of homozygotes for all markers minus a reasonable guess as to how many the homozygotes were actually produced by central or terminal fusion. Depending upon the number of possible heterozygous markers, 1% to 6.2% of the tested offspring were heterozygous for at least one marker. On this basis they concluded that over 90% of the eggs developed by gamete duplication.
it is possible to use the model presented here and other facts that are known about genetic systems to refine the estimate of E 3 using a design similar to the above.
To estimate E a in the parthenogenetic stock S-l-Ira (see Carson, t967b), a bridge stock Br7-S-v pm vl was formed that is genetically very similar to S-l-Ira except for three unlinked autosomal markers (vermillion, plum and veinless) and loci closely linked to them. S-l-Im females were mated to bridge males to produce heterozygous females which are then allowed to reploduce parthenogenetically. All these parthenogenetic offspring are then scored for homozygosity at all three loci.
The probability that a fly produced by a heterozygous female will be homozygous for all three unlinked markers is
whine Y~, Y2 and Ya aIe the probabilities of recombination with the kinetochore for the three loci. Letting N be the total number of offspring and X the observed number of triple homozygotes, then the likelihood of X is
Unfortunately it is impossible to estimate E a from this by procedures such as maximum likelihood because the values of Y1, Y~, Ya and E 1 are unknown and affect X. However some information about these parameters and their effect on X does exist and this can be used to help get an estimate of E 3. First, the model developed tells us that for any given value of E a, the combination of E a and E 2 that results in producing the most homozygotes is E 2 = 0. In this case a much larger percentage of the observed homozygotes would have to be attributed to terminal fusion and less to gamete duplication than under any other combination of E 1 and E 2. Therefore Et = = (1 --E3) with probability one corresponds to a least favorable distribution and amounts to estimating E3 under the worst possible conditions. Such an estimate would tend to under estimate E s, but a conservative estimate is more desirable than an over estimate in folming isogenic stocks. Using this prior, one obtains
For a prior on the Y's, we first note that since the markers are untinked the Y's are independent. Y can range from 0 (absolute linkage to the kinetochore) to 2/3 (random recombination with the kinetochore). The markers used are all on major autosomes of D.
mercatorum. Since it is known in many Drosophila
species that the chromosome arms of the major autosomes are about 50 to 55 map units long, reasonable priors for the Y's would be independent and identically distributed uniforms on 0 to 2/3.
Finally E 3 itself can vary from 0 to t. Maximum ignorance of the value of E 3 will be assumed, so the prior on E 3 is a uniform on 0 to 1. An estimate of E a can now be obtained by taking a nmmatized expected value of E 3 given the data; hence
The form of the above estimate is actually an extension of a type of estimate known as the Pitman estimate. The Pitman estimate was first derived to estimate location parameters (e.g. the mean of a normal distribution) but can be extended to estimate other types of parameters such as Ea. The evaluation of this estimator by normal numerical intergration techniques is very costly; therefore an alternative procedure of Monte Carlo integration given in Hammersley and Handscomb (1964) is used. Consider first the one dimensional integral is an unbiased estimator of 0.
The situation here is four dimensional, but essentially no different. Sets of four independent random numbers are generated --three being uniform 0 to 2/3 and one uniform 0 to 1. The estimator of E 3 becomes
where (YIj, Y2i, Y3j, E3j) is a set of random numbeIs. The estimators of the numerator and denominator are unbiased, but the ratio of these estimators is a biased estimator of the ratio. This bias will also underestimate Ea.
In an actual experiment heterozygous F 1 females from the cross BrT-S-v pen vl males X S-l-Ira females produced at total of t I0 offspring, t07 of which were homozygous at all three marker loci. The estimate of E 3 is
This estimate is in agreement with the conclusion given in Carson et al. (1969) that over 90% of the eggs develop by gamete duplication. The fundamental parameters of the model are El, E2, E 3 and Y, but if we are interested in the rate of decay of heterozygosity it is not necessary to estimate all of these but only
It is very important to measure K accurately if one desires to detect selection since, as will be shown in the next section, it is necessary to treat K as a constant in testing for selection.
Since K is the decay rate of heterozygosity in the absence of selection, it is best measured under conditions that minimize selection such as raising the flies under low densities in a uniform environment, sampling as early as possible and performing a one generation experiment. A one generation experiment is desirable because small selective differences are magnified over several generations. Also, in D.
mercatorum it is possible to obtain isogenic parthenogenetic and bridge stocks so that the stocks used in an experiment can be very nearly genetically identical. Thus there are no hereditary differences in fecundity in a one generation experiment and the only place where selection can enter is the viability of the zygotes to the time of sampling. This would also make replicates in different bottles true replicates since there would be no genetic background effects. Therefore an optimal design would be to create a F 1 heterozygous female stock by crossing isogenic bridge males to isogenic impaternate females, raise the F 2 impaternate offspring under optimal conditions and sample as early as possible. Under these conditions, the model would predict that if N flies were sampled from each bottle the number of heterozygotes in the i th bottle, Yi, would be Yi=KN+~i i=1,2 ..... r where ~i is a random error term and r the number of bottles.
The distribution of ~ will now be determined. Since the initial population is entirely heterozygous it will produce zygotes in the proportion of K heterozygotes to t --K homozygotes. From this zygoid pool in each bottle N flies are drawn at random and hence the distribution of Yi is binomial with mean K N and variance N K (t --K). Now ~ = Y~ --KN and by the central limit theorem for large N & From the normality a 95 % confidence interval would be K4-2ak so with at least probability .95, the true K will be in the
V~-K (1 --K)
interval (K--t//r N, K + l/(r N)
. Since K will be treated as a constant in the next section, it is important to get an accurate estimate. If it is desired to get K 4-x, the total number of flies needed to be sampled is at the maximum fix 2. For example, if x = .02, r N = 2500. However there is strong reason to believe E 3 -----.90 or larger. Since K ~ (1-E3), one can be fairly confident that K ~ .10 and therefore K (t --K)
.09. Under these conditions ak ~ .3//r N and it is only necessary to sample 900 flies to obtain 2 ak ~ .02 and a sample of 2500 flies would yield 2 ak ~ .012.
The knowledge about the value of E 3 can also be used to modify the estimate of K itself. K can theoretically take on any value from 0 to 1, but the experimental evidence indicates that it will be between 0 and .1. We can therefore put a prior distribution on K that gives most of its mass to the interval (0, .1). 
A prior that accomplishes this is the beta distribution H(K) = fi(
.. Y,]K)H(K) dK
This is a beta distribution on K and tables exist for it. The values of ~ andfl are chosen to make (1) true. It is convenient to choose them in a symmetrical fashion so ~ =/~ --# and/3 =/s + #.
Comparing Hypotheses
One of the major problems in population genetics is the role of selection in the maintenance of genetic variability. One reason there is so much controversy in this area is that it is often difficult to sort out the effects of inbreeding, effective population size, migration, non-random mating and other parameters from selection. As already stated, parthenogenetic populations of Drosophila mercatorum could prove useful in studying this problem. Consequently it is important to develop statistical procedures to selection in parthenogenetic strains.
To test for the presence of heterosis consider the model in which a parthenogenetic population of D. mercatorum of size N with discrete generations is followed at a marker locus for several generations with the following fitnesses Genotype AA Aa aa
When (t +s) K>I, Xeq>0, but when (t +s) K ~ 1, there will be no heterozygotes at equilibrium. However, selection will retard the decay of heterozygosity if s ~ 0.
If such a population is followed for n gnerations a random sequence is generated X = X 1, X 2 ..... X,~} where X~ is the number of heterozygotes at generation i. The first step in deriving tests to detect selection is to obtain the joint likelihood of such a sequence when s = 0 and when s ~a 0. Let the initial population be completely heterozygous so X 0 = N. Then in the absence of selection the next generation is chosen from the zygoid pool with probability K of being heterozygous ; therefore 
i=, \xi] ~ N~ ~ ~_--, x ( KXi_,(1 li-s))N--X'=h (I-~-S) X` x I -N-4-,TK-x~, (x ~ ~Rxi-,) x i--1 X N(N)(KXi_I)Xi (N--KXi_,)
Notice that in both likelihood functions K is treated as a known constant. This is necessary because K and s are not estimable from the same data set since they can confound each other. For example, a population with a small K and s ~ 0 could behave similarly to a population with a larger K and no selection. Because K is treated as a constant it is very important to obtain an accurate, independent estimate of K using the procedures of the preceding section.
It is easy to obtain a maximum likelihood estimate of s from the likelihood function by differentiating it Sr+ ' = "r f,(~r)
This iteration is continued until the sr's converge to the desired level of accuracy. Despite the desirability of obtaining an estimate of s, it is more important to decide whether or not selection is operating on the system; i.e. one must test the hypothesis of selection versus the hypothesis of no selection. A common method of deciding which hypothesis is correct is to form an index function of the data and calculate its probability distribution under the null hypothesis s = 0. One would reject the null hypothesis when the probability of the observed value or larger values of the index function is sufficiently small; say reject H 0 when I(X)~i where P(I(X) > i) = cc A serious limitation of this approach is that it ignores the likelihood of I(X) under the alternative hypothesis. This can sometimes lead to paradoxical conclusions. For example, consider the hypothetical situation given in Fig. 2 where L 0 is the likelihood of the index function I under a null hypothesis and L 1 the likelihood under an alternative hypothesis.
One rejects H 0 when I ~ i where P (I < i) = ~. If an experiment was performed and the observed value of I was 11, the test would lead us to accept H 0 even though it is much more likely to obtain I~ under H 1. On the other hand, if the observed value was 1~ the test would lead us to reject H o even though it is more likely to get 12 under H o than H v Unfortunately situations such as this could easily arise when testing for the presence of selection since many experiments have shown that values of s tend to cluster around 0 and selection often reduces genetic drift yielding a likelihood function with most of its mass concentrated near s = 0.
In order to avoid such difficulties the likelihood ratio or odds for the two hypotheses can be calculated. Such an approach would give which hypothesis is mine likely and by how much and hence gives the experimenter more information on which to base a decision. However, in our case we are comparing a simple hypothesis s = 0 against the complex hypothesis s # 0 which has an infinite number of possible values for s and hence an infinite number of likelihood functions. Therefore, to compare the likelihoods it is first necessary to elinfinate somehow the dependence upon s of the likelihood function when s :/: 0. One method of accomplishing this is to find a sufficient statistic for s since the likelihood given the sufficient statistic would be independent of s. Unfortunately a sufficient statistic fm s has not been found. Another way to eliminate s is to investigate the likelihood ratio in the vicinity of s = 0 and ignore the ratio under other values of s. The rationale for this is that most confusion will arise when s is close to zero and it is therefore desirable to device a test which has optimal properties in that vicinity. A third approach is to use prior knowledge about the distribution of s and weight the likelihoods with this distribution. Both of these latter two approaches are used.
The first test to be derived is the locally best test in the vicinity of s = 0. The basic principle of a locally best test is to find a test with maximum power at some point in the parameter space out of all tests of the same size at that point. Consider testing the hypothesis Ho: s~ 0 against //1: s ~ 0. If a test is written as 9(X) = {t0 otherwiseif the test function is in the critical region meaning reject the null hypothesis with probability one if the test function is in the critical region and accept it with probability one if it is not, then the power function can be written as G(s) = E, ~(x) = f~(x) /(x: s) ax where /(X:s) is the probability density function of the data X assuming s is the true value of the parameter. We also assume the distribution of s is such that one continuous derivative may be passed beneath the integral sign 0
G(s) = fq~(x) ~/(x: s) ,ix.
A test % for Ho:s ~ 0 against H~:s ~ 0 is said to be the locally best test if for any other test ~v for which fl~(0) : fl~,(0) we have fi~(0) ( fl'~0(0); i.e. the locally best test has maximum slope of the power function at s = 0 out of all tests of the same size at s = 0. It has peen shown (see Ferguson, t967 ) that the form of the locally best test is
where C is a function of n and ~, the size of the sample and the size of the test respectively. Now
Hence the locally best test is
In order to evaluate C for a given n and ~, it is necessary to find the probability distribution of (Xi-K Xi-I) or some function of it. As is i=l shown in the appendix
is approximately distributed as a normal with mean zero and variance one. Therefore the locally best test is to reject H o when v > ~(~)
where q)(~) is a function of :r only and is obtained from a standard normal distribution table.
Another way of distinguishing between s = 0 and s ~: 0 is to calculate "odds" of a given data set and use a prior distribution on s to weight the likelihoods. Before deriving the odds some similarities between this approach and the more usual likelihood ratio test must be pointed out. For simplicity assume for the present that we are interested in distinguishing between two simple alternatives, H 0 and H a. The usual likelihood ratio test is of the form
where Lo(X ) is the likelihood under H o and La(X ) the likelihood under H a. Now let p be the prior probability that H o is true and I --p the prior probability that H~ is true. Then the odds using these priors are has to be chosen to calculate the odds is not a weakness of this approach, but rather a strength since outside information can be used to chose a prior that is more realistic than the arbitrary prior implicit in the likelihood ratio test.
In the case of distinguishing between s = 0 and s :fi 0 it is first noted that s can vary from --1 (heterozygote lethal) to cx~ (homozygote lethal). Many studies have been done on measuring selection coefficients (Dobzhansky and Spassky, t954; James, t959; Jain and Allard, 1960; Muller, t950; and TimofeeffRessovsky, t940), and the outcome of these studies suggests that most selection coefficients for a given locus are close to zero while lethals and semi-lethals are relatively rare. Therefore a realistic prior on s would be one which gives most of its mass in the vicinity of s ----0 and gives much less mass to the semi-lethal and lethal regions. A prior distribution that accomplishes this is a gamma distribution on t + s. Therefore the prior on 1 + s = t is taken to be
tr--I e--t H(t)-r(r)
The mode is at s = 0 when r = 2. Since it is assumed/5 is large and e/(2 H > 1, the odds will be very much greater than one. Thus when --fl the odds are greatly in favor of H o as expected. Notice that the odds, the locally best test and the estimator of s all depend on the data in a similar fashion since the locally best test is to reject H 0 when I/N 2~ Ki (l -hi)-> ~b(0r and 30 --8 Basically both tests measure the "goodness of fit" of the data generation by generation with its predicted value under the null hypothesis.
These tests and the estimation procedures of the previous section provide a statistical framework to deal with one locus data and suggest optimal experimental designs for detecting selection in parthenogenetic populations. The appropriate stocks of Drosophila mercatorum are presently being formed to carry out such experiments. However, one limitation of the work presented here is that it deals with an individual locus as the unit of selection, but this may be an erroneous concept (see Franklin and Lewontin, 1970) . It is therefore desirable to extend this analysis to two loci. Asher (personal communication) has recently developed a two locus deterministic model for parthenogenetic populations. The statistical implications of this model with respect to estimation, detection of heterotic selection, and measurement of correlations between non-alleles are currently being investigated. The development of these will yield a very thorough statistical framework which could deal with many questions and further emphasizes the usefullness of parthenogenetic populations in approaching basic evolutionary ploblems.
Drosophila mercatorum used in these investigations. 
. , Y.) = I} /(Y~) . i--I
Since the joint density is asymptotically the product of the marginals, the Y's are asymptotically independent *?(0, K i (t --Ki)). 
